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Chairman’s
Message

I

n last four years from the time the
management was taken over under
PPP with Rajasthan Government by
Ambuja Educational Institute, IICD has
achieved more than reasonable success in
improving the academic standards, but
there is a lot that is yet to be achieved. I
am happy that Government of Rajasthan,
through their nominees in Governing
Council, have always extended cooperation and sound advice. I am proud
to say that we have extremely eminent
members on the Governing Council
who accepted my invitation to join and
who provided critical input towards the
further development of the Institute. I
am indebted to them.
Emphasizing on the greater value of the
arts and crafts, T.M. Abraham wrote,
“The world of art and craft is as valuable
as the world of science, philosophy and
ethics. Like art, crafts reflect the state of
human society through the individual.
Crafts treasures like arts; give us a
glimpse into the core and kernel of the
collective mind and societies through the
mirror of individual mind that created

them.” In this globalizing world the
societal construction is changing rapidly.
As people are becoming nomadic rapidly,
crafts are becoming the bridge between
our past and contemporary existence. In
the near future the significance of crafts
in our lives is bound to increase.
As the second largest employment
provider in rural India, second only to
agriculture, Handicrafts is of utmost
significance for rural self sustainability.
We need constant innovation not only
in our design repertoire but also in the
areas pertaining to better technology,
management and entrepreneurial skill set
development imbibing both traditional
wisdom and contemporary methods
and practices; an approach imbibed
in the pedagogy of teaching learning
experience at IICD in the fields of design,
technology and management.
In the middle of this year, Dr. Satish
Bhardwaj was appointed as Director
in place of Prof. Sangita Shroff who
completed her term and wished to be
relieved by mutual consent. The new

Director along with the faculty members
is committed towards achieving academic
excellence. New initiatives have been
taken up to deepen the academic inputs
so that students are able to take full
advantage of their study in pursuing their
career in future. We also have a motivated
team of administrative and support staff
members. I would like to place on record
my appreciation and blessings for all
the committed efforts taken up by the
IICD team in taking the mandate of the
institution further. With the cooperation
of Rajasthan Government, we are in the
process of upgrading the quality of the
infrastructure of IICD Campus. I am
hopeful that in two years time, IICD will
be rated along with the best institutions
in the field. We are also increasing the
human resource at the institute to build a
strong internal team.
I convey my greetings and best wishes to
all the graduates and I wish them a very
rewarding career ahead. I hope that they
will contribute wholeheartedly towards
the mission of the institute.
Suresh Neotia
Chairman
Governing Council
Indian Institute Of Crafts & Design

Director’s
Foreword

T

he Indian Institute of Crafts & Design
(IICD) is uniquely positioned, in
India offering Under Graduate and Post
Graduate Programs in Crafts & Design.
The programs provide students with
the means to grow into craft sensitive
creative designers and practitioners with
clear roles in the culture and in society.
Teaching and learning pathways in IICD,
build necessary competencies of the
processes and methodologies of handling
of the various materials in order to extend
awareness and understanding of the
many possibilities which exist for further

explorations and specializations in a
particular discipline viz. soft materials,
hard materials and fired materials.
The institute is also well positioned, in
terms of its actual location, in a dynamic,
developing city of Jaipur, with rich
traditions and world class museums
dealing with the visual arts, design and
material culture like the City Palace
Museum, the Albert Hall etc. IICD,
therefore, provides a unique educational,
urban and cultural environment in which
students pursue their ambitions and
acquire the skills, ideas and confidence

to achieve their goals and have a future
in Crafts sector.
During the Third Convocation of
IICD, 45 students of Postgraduate
and Undergraduate Programmes will
be receiving their Diplomas. They
will collaborate with the creators and
makers of traditional arts and artifacts to
participate in the competitive commercial
markets.
I wish the new generation craft designers
a successful journey ahead.
Dr. Satish Bhardwaj
Director
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design

‘Nirupan’, which means observation, is a

Editors
Preface

key attribute for creation. IICD graduate
publication ‘Nirupan’ is the second series
of compilation of the work done by the
UG Batch 2006 -10 and 2007 – 11, PG
Batch 2007 - 09 and 2008 – 10.
The variety of the projects presented
here are of the time they have been in the
institute, associated with industries, and
also after the students have completed
their education program here at IICD.
On the occasion of the 3rd convocation,
on 5th November 2011, we felicitate
the graduates of the Professional Craft
Design Program. It gives us immense
pleasure to thank all Diploma Project

sponsors who through their valuable
support have confirmed their assurance
for ‘Craft Design’.
IICD’s Diploma Projects are of 4 - 6
months duration. It is through the
diploma projects students are expected
to demonstrate their learning within
the academic setting dealing with live
contacts and real issues bearing in mind
the needs of the crafts community and the
market realities. Hence this compilation
represents a bench mark for the quality
of education they have received.
This compilation showcases the work
of the 45 graduating students. It was an

immense task to source, compile and
design in a short duration of time, and
it was only possible with the team effort,
student volunteers and the graduates
who extended their support. However,
there may be some errors, we regret
for the same. We sincerely apologize
for any discrepancies or omissions to
acknowledge the contributions made for
this publication specifically.
We dedicate this publication to our
graduates and hope that this effort proves
useful to the craft industries, aspiring
IICD entrants, parents, NGO’s, Craft
Development sector and professionals.
Editorial Team

Shiuli
Rachna Singh
Anushree Kumar

T

he Handicrafts sector is wide-spread
throughout the country and offers
direct employment to approximately
thirteen million people, as indicated in
the 11th Five Year Plan of Government
of India (2007-12). The traditional
repertoire of the variety of materials
used, their form, function, techniques
and cultural semantics is enormous and
a rich resource, more relevant in today’s
context and concern for sustainable
development.
To realize this potential and to foster
innovation, creative thinking for well
crafted high quality products, efficient
processes and a better quality of life for
artisans, the Indian Institute of Crafts &
Design was set up by the Government
of Rajasthan in 1995 as an autonomous
Institute. The main objective of IICD is
to develop high quality professionals to
act as catalysts of change in the crafts
sector.
Since October 2007, the institute is
being funded and managed by Ambuja
Educational Institute (AEI) under the
Public Private Partnership (PPP) model.
As a pioneer in the area of craft design,
the institute works towards the evolution
of both the crafts and the craftsperson,
in the contemporary socio-economic
context. Through the programs of
Education, Research, Documentation,
Training, Outreach and Consultancy the
institute strives to become the centre of
excellence.
IICD offers Post Graduate and Under
Graduate Programs in its Major
Education Program:

2.5 year Post Graduate Program in Craft
Design
• Furniture & Interior Products
• Home Textiles (Floor Coverings
Furnishings)

&

4 years Under Graduate Program in
Craft Design
• Soft Material Application (Textiles, Leather,
Paper, Natural Fibers)
• Hard Material Application (Wood, Metal,
Stone)
• Fired material Application (Terracotta,
Ceramics, Glass)

2 years Post Graduate Program in Craft
Management & Entrepreneurship
Under Graduate Program in Craft
Design
The aim of this program is to prepare
students as Craft designers to act as
a bridge between the artisan and the
market, also to work with handicraft
industry to add value through Design.
The program was first introduced in 2005.
Since then the program has nurtured
to motivated batches of Craft Design
Professionals, who are currently working
as catalysts in the crafts value chain.
The four year program consists of
2 semesters of Foundation Studies,
followed by 5 semesters of specialization,
with eight weeks training at an NG
Developmental
organization/Social
Enterprise, eight weeks Internship at
a craft based Industry, Company or
Design Studio. The program culminates
into a final semester of 20 weeks of a
comprehensive Professional Diploma
Project with any of the above. The

students are trained to be well versed
with conceptual understanding of design
and are equipped in representing their
ideas through various materials and
processes. Rigorous market orientation
and understanding of the socio-economic
context of the craft sector helps them
evolve as craft professionals. Emphasis
is being given to understand traditional
cultural wisdom and re-contextualization
of the same in today’s global context.
Hard Material Application
Wood, Metal and Stone

The HMA program exposes the students
to multi – materials, which include wood,
metal and stone. The design education
exposes them to techniques, production
processes, traditional knowledge and
skills, focusing on conceptual and design
development to evolve a contemporary
Indian craft repertoire. The pedagogy at
IICD is ‘hands-on’ learning and includes
extensive field study, research and
learning from traditional and modern
design pedagogues.
Soft Material Application

Textiles, Natural Fibers, Paper and Leather

SMA employ traditional and innovative
skills, while exploring the constantly
evolving materials and technology, to
create diverse solutions that span many
disciplines and sectors. The creative
interface between the materials and
the making, demands a challenging
and dynamic environment, which
frequently employs multidisciplinary
and collaborative methods to express
the breadth of Soft Materials through the
contexts of ‘Body’ and ‘Space’.

The
Institute

Fired Material Application
Terracotta, Ceramics, Glass

FMA is a comprehensive study in ceramics. The students
work with different types of clays from terracotta,
earthenware, stoneware to bone china and porcelain
bodies. The discipline covers processes like forming,
glazing, firing fusing, blowing, surface design and
decoration..
Post Graduate Program in Craft Design
The Post Graduate program at IICD is a two and half
year program, and is designed for people who will
take on design, management and entrepreneurship
profile of work with craft organizations and industry.
The five semester program is open to graduates with
degree or diploma from any recognized institution in
any disciplines of fine arts, design, and architecture,
who have a design aptitude and work experience in
the development sector or with NGOs, students from
humanities, commerce and science faculty.
Artisans and artisans children who have completed
their high secondary education (10+2) and have five
years direct experience of working in their traditional
crafts are eligible for enrolment in the program.
This program consists of 1 semester of Design
Foundation, 3 semesters of Courses, Projects, Field
study and Internship, the final semester being the
comprehensive Professional Diploma Project.
Furniture & Interior Products
This program focuses on the training in design to
develop Craft products in Furniture, Interior products
& fittings, Illumination devices etc for personal, social

and professional living spaces. The program exposes
the students to multi-materials which include wood,
metal, stone, natural fibers, terracotta and ceramics.
Home Textiles (Floor Covering & Furnishings)
Home Textiles is emergent sector and has a remarkable
future market. Designers working with Home
Textiles have prospects to work in various areas like
Soft Furnishings, Interiors of heritage hotels, Export
market and the traditional Craft sector at various
regional locations. The curriculum has been designed
to emphasize on woven, printed textiles as well as
non woven techniques, such as basketry, surface
ornamentation using traditional and mass production
methods.
2 years P.G. Program in Craft Management and
Entrepreneurship
Sizable populations in India depend on their traditional
craft skills as a source of income. However, the main
challenge for them lies in finding a market. The
marketing channels for crafts also suffer from the
middlemen phenomenon, which appropriate most
of the sales margin without adding any value in the
process of transaction of goods from crafts person to
the consumers. The craft sector is a creative industry
and management of the cluster is a specialized task.
In spite of the growing demand in the national and
international markets, craft products have not received
the desired attention in the face of this growing demand
and consumer preferences. In the changing scenario
appropriate market interventions are necessary to
strengthen the status of craft as a vital part of cultural
and economic life and to provide better standard of
living and dignity to craft persons of India artisan and
the market.
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A

akansha

M

aheshwari

Soft Material Application
141 Rajan Kunj,
Roorkee Road,
Merrut, Uttar Pradesh
akansha.maheshwari@gmail.com
09999518136

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

section. Currently I am working on different collections of different seasons for retail, and
export. I am also involved in client based projects for home textiles and garments.

M

UG • 2006 - 10

After completing my graduation, I am associated as a Textile Designer with the brand
a
‘THE SHOP’, New Delhi, handling and managing the design unit specially the embroidery

25---
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A M
britti

ukherjee

Hard Material Application

c/o Mr. Sunil Chandra Biswas
Shonarjhuripally,Shantiniketan
Dist. Birbhum, Kolkata
abriti.mukherjee@gmail.com
0897267148

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

for these crafts persons by developing range of products which are
functional and used daily by the indigenous people.

M

UG • 2006 - 10

Based in Shantiniketan, Kolkatta, I am engaged with traditional craftsmen of
a the nearby
craft clusters working in wood and iron to create livelihood opportunities

27---
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A

nandita

S

aha

Hard Material Application
294 Sector 1
Type III Sadiq Nagar,
New Delhi

aninditasaha23@gmail.com
09717116982

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

of Metal casting. The process from form generation to model making to the final outcome
fascinates me. I also look after the prototyping of the designs and preproduction arrangements.
I take as an opportunity to work on the packaging as well graphics work for the firm.

S

UG • 2006 - 10

I am currently working as a Associate Designer at Michael Aram Design India Pvt. Ltd.
a
Noida. In my Diploma Project I was working with metal and the understanding the process

29---
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A B
nushri

hattacharya

Hard Material Application

7-D, Pocket 5, MIG flats,
Unnati Appartments, New Kondli,
Mayur Vihar Phase 3, New Delhi
anushry.b@gmail.com
09811104835

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

with are acrylic, leather and metal. I imitate nature through both my work and my expressions.
That is what creativity means to me and that’s where life derives its true beauty from.

B

UG • 2006 - 10

I am currently working as a Product Designer at ‘Rikan’, based in Dubai. I design products
a
for the Hotel Industry such as accessories for rooms as well as bathrooms. The materials that I deal

31---
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A P
rpan

atel

Hard Material Application

22, Patel Colony, Sardar Patel
Marg C-Scheme,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
patel.a.arpan@gmail.com
07665507555

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

p

UG • 2006 - 10

‘’ Art Marries Design’’
My work is inspired from Indian Marriage, which is one of the biggest displays of
our crafts right from the decoration to the outfits. The form of the table is inspired
from the folds of turbans, and the knot of the fabric used to connect the bride and
groom during the ceremony. The weaving patterns in chairs are inspired by the
patterns in the turbans. My work is a blend of art and design and it forces the viewer
to relook at traditional crafts and their possibility in the contemporary world.

z
33---
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c

harumita

S

rivastava

Soft Material Application
2/417, Vivek Khand
Gomtinagar, Lucknow
Uttar Pradesh
charumita.srivastava@gmail.com
09415005598

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

S

UG • 2006 - 10

I am currently working with designer duo Abraham & Thakore based in Noida.
I have been entrusted with the crucial responsibilities of Assistant Designer. My
work profile involves designing of seasonal collections,commercial projects,fashion
photography,catalogue designing for print media and representing the design house
at various fashion events like Wills India Lifestyle Fashion Week to name a few.

z
35---
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M K
aneet

aur

Soft Material Application
482, Indiranagar Colony
Dehradun, Uttarakhand
kaur.maneet@gmail.com
09634711128

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

with ‘Stree Shakti’. Stree Shakti is a women empowerment program in Purkal village
which aims to empower women artisans to create handmade quilts and textile crafts.
I’m working as a Designer with them.

K

UG • 2006 - 10

I have been exposed to crafts, however the sources kept changing, initially my mother
Mand
later my sister. Born and brought up in the Doon Valley, I was lucky to get involved

37---
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P C
athik

haudhary

Soft Material Application
M-65, Sector 25,
Noida, Uttar Pradesh

pathik_chaudhary@yahoo.com
09536369707

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

I am currently working at ‘Tantuk’, Dehradun. I am dedicated extensively to crafts,
and deal in textiles which are purely hand crafted by craft persons using varied
techniques such as weaving, knitting, block printing and embroidery. Tantuk’s creations
are inspired by the awe inspiring beauty of the Dev Bhoomi- Uttarakhand
and are dedicated to the lovers of nature.

C

UG • 2006 - 10

p

39---
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P N
rerna

aithani

Soft Material Application

762, Pragati Vihar,
Dharampur, Hardwar Road,
Dehradun, Uttarakhand
prernanaithani1@gmail.com
09411325702

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

n

UG • 2006 - 10

I am currently working with local craftsmen of ari - work in Dehradun and nearby areas to create embroidery surfaces for ethnic wear. Developing the surfaces
using weave, print and embroidery techniques. I am trying to create livelihood and
empowering the craft communities of the area in current market scenario to adapt
and become an economically independent and a self- sustaining producer group.

z
41---

p
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R T
upali

iwari

Hard Material Application

8/4 Railway Colony,
Sewa Nagar,
Near JLN Stadium, New Delhi
rupali6iicd@gmail.com
09013330257

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

designing big scale products; Minimalist continues to make a strong style statement in
the world of design. Nature is a missing element in modern architecture and design and
it inspired me a lot. I love Exploring and experimenting with different materials.

T

UG • 2006 - 10

working with John Bowman as a Product Designer; my prime area of interest
R isPresently
metal and working with John is like a dream come true, I am always passionate about

43---
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S K
arah

aushik

Hard Material Application
785, Sector-4,
Gurgaon, Haryana

sarahkaushik@yahoo.co.in
09982268101

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

K

UG • 2006 - 10

I am working as a Product Designer for the Bowman Design Works Pvt Ltd,
New Delhi for an art curation program in Mumbai Airport T-2 and as a
scenographer for Adani House in Ahmedabad. The work involves artwork
planning, technical issues and eventually implementation of the artworks.

z
45---

S
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S M
hikha

ahajan

Hard Material Application
B-78, Swasthya Vihar,
Vikas Marg, Delhi
shikha2885@yahoo.co.in
09971888537

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

I believe that not only imagination and creativity is required but also soul to put in
a magical touch to the creation”. Being dedicated to the craft sector, I have a decent
exposure towards different kinds of materials like wood, metal, stone, leather, terracotta.
As a practicing Craft Designer, I have tried to achieve the harmonious existence of many
of these, keeping the record of their uses, distinguishing features and development.

M

UG • 2006 - 10

S

47---
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S

nigdha

S

eth

Hard Material Application
26/78, West Punjabi Bagh
New Delhi
seth.snigdha@gmail.com
09654693860

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

under the brand Mowogli Toys, Catalogues, brochures and other Digital artwork for various
clients and Photo production of different product ranges for our clients - Shruti Impex.
Apart from that I also assisted Mr. Marcus Wolff with showroom and fair stall design projects
at Indian Handicrafts and Gifts Fair and Indian Furniture and Accessories Show.

S

UG • 2006 - 10

was working in Jodhpur with Mr. Marcus Wolff as a Product and Graphic Designer.
SThe Imain
projects that I was involved with were – Designing a furniture range for children

49---
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S

ubrata

P

andey

Hard Material Application
C-31, Sector 1,
Rourkele, Dist. Sundergarh,
Orissa

subrata@punarnawacrafts.org
09437621627

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

Design, and Documentation. We believe in the concept of ‘Think Globally & Act Locally’ and
so this unfathomable yet untouched culture of Odisha has been our motivating factor. Presently
we have adopted five villages which are slowly converting themselves into craft clusters.

p

UG • 2006 - 10

I am currently working with ‘Punarnawa Crafts Pvt. Ltd’, to sustain the identity of Odisha
S
crafts, its rich heritage and to protect its culture and history of hand based skills through Research,

51---
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T P
arini

ancholi

Hard Material Application
65, Dholi Bawadi Marg,
Udaipur, Rajasthan

pancholi.tarini@gmail.com
09414178769

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

in terms of product but as a community practice. I am trying to supplement artisans with
the design based on today’s market along with incorporating their traditional practice.

p

UG • 2006 - 10

I am presently at Khamir CRC, Bhuj, Kutch, working as a Designer for pottery
T
and turned wood lacquer craft. I enjoy working at the grass root, looking at craft not just

53---
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V S P
arun

ingh

arihar

Hard Material Application

24, Surya Nagar,
Taron- Ki- Koont,
Tonk Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan
varun.p@nid.edu
09824854721

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

with them. I like working with materials, especially after understanding their
properties. Most of my designs are dependent on the attributes of the material.

p

UG • 2006 - 10

I am currently pursuing my Post Graduation at National Institute of Design,
v Ahmedabad.
I like working with the artisans. There is always a new scope in learning

55---
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V S
ijay

opra

Soft Material Application

47, Kamla Nagar,
Behind Chordia Petrol Pump,
Sanganer, Rajasthan
vijaysopra@gmail.com
09799134859

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

S

UG • 2006 - 10

I belong to the Chhipa community (hand block printers) of Sanganer. My
inclination is to promote my family legacy in hand block printing with an
understanding of design. I own a Design Studio called ‘Samanvay’, and practice
Freelance Design. I handle manufacturing and supply section and work with
contemporizing traditional hand block designs and creating new print designs.

z
57---
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Y K
ojana

handuri

Soft Material Application
4, Vivekanand Enclave,
PO-IIP, Jogiwala,
Dehradun

yojana.khanduri@yahoo.com
09760677678

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

weaving, knitting, block printing and embroidery. Tantuk’s creations are inspired by the awe
inspiring beauty of the Dev Bhoomi- Uttarakhand and are dedicated to the lovers of nature.

K

UG • 2006 - 10

I am currently working at ‘Tantuk’, Dehradun. I am dedicated extensively to crafts, and
Y
deal in textiles which are purely hand crafted by craft persons using varied techniques such as

59---
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2007-11

A

mbara

S

ingh

Hard Material Application
108, D-Block, Sector 50
Noida, Uttar Pradesh
meambara@gmail.com
ambarasingh.iicd.in
08439764237

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

s

UG • 2007 - 11

I am currently working as a merchandiser and designer under training the Great City
Manufacturing Company, Moradabad. This is an export house which deals specifically
with metal craft. As a part of my Diploma Project, I developed a chair and sensory
garden for students who are differently abled and may have learning difficulties.

z
63---

A
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A

parajita

S

ingh

Soft Material Application
B-7/5016
Vasant Kunj, New Delhi
aparajitasingh@live.in
aparajitasingh.iicd.in
09760677678

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

s

UG • 2007 - 11

I have been in IICD for 4 years and in this duration evolved to become a Textile
Designer. My work is majorly hand done and that’s the way I like it. The Indian
Institute of Crafts & Design being a craft oriented design school shaped
my understanding of design in a craft oriented way.

z
65---

A
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B V
asu

ansit

Hard Material Application
565/ Brhampura Bhoor,
Bareilly, Uttar Pradesh
basuvansit@gmail.com
basuvansit.iicd.in
09001147991

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

V

UG • 2007 - 11

I am currently working as a Product Designer with Wheatons Design Pvt Ltd,
run by Mr. Samir Wheaton. Nature and Indian culture inspires me in the way I
think and design. Along with design I am passionate about learning different craft
processes and culture in India, where I think design plays an extensive role.

z
67---

B
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D C
eblina

howdhury

Hard Material Application
Behala,
Kolkata, West Bengal.

design.deblina@gmail.com
deblinachowdhury.iicd.in
09674038371

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

than just form but at the same time, I also believe in aesthetics as it plays an important role
in the feel of the product. I stress on high quality outlook. I was into Lifestyle Accessory
Design, majorly during my four years at IICD. But now I am also looking into Engineered
Designs. Presently, I am working on sustainability and functionality of products.

D

UG • 2007 - 11

nature of my work involves complications in terms of mechanisms. I firmly believe
c onTheresearch
work before designing anything. I look forward for more function oriented

69---
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J B
anki

handari

Hard Material Application

214 C, Pocket C,
Sidhartha Extension, New Delhi
bhandari.janki@gmail.com
jankibhandari.iicd.in
09982815064
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INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

I am currently working at Art Asia, a furniture based export house. I am really
fascinated by the journey of a design, beginning with just a thought process to
moulding that into a form. Wood is the material that I have given priority, as it
always shows a lot of possibilities ahead, including techniques and look.

portfolio

screwpine and straw
We had made some bags in a little different way, so we
had approached some trendy form and look to consider
the current generation’s selection. And the S shaped
small kit which can be used from both side.

portfolio

screwpine and straw
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j

Under the guidance of the Director of KSID (Kerala
State Institute of Design) Mr. P. T. Girish, the Kerala
Government had organized a workshop in natural
fibre, Screw pine and Straw with 30 craftswomen. The
mats that they weaved manually were given shape into
different categories of products. We had designed a
number of bags in screw pine and by pasting the screw
pine and straw on paper we had created many boxes
and diary cover.

METAL
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Natural fibre
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K G
etan

ulati

Soft Material Application
K-H-35 New Kavinagar,
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
ketangulati@gmail.com
ketangulati.iicd.in
09560305548

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

it can compare industrial products. I have always tried to make design which are not
only contemporary but also possible by hand to enhance the craft technique. Currently
I am working in ‘Maashie Innerwears’ as a Designer and Production Manager.

G
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In these 4 years I have not only learned designing but also learned about the craft
k sectors
and different crafts being practiced. From my view we have to use craft so as
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K C
hyati

handra

Soft Material Application

C-1/483 Chitrakoot Scheme,
Near Vaishali Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan
chandra.khyati@gmail.com
khyatichandra.iicd.in
08750798484

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

shaped my thoughts and has educated me in ways to contemporize the crafts without
losing its essence. My forte is to play with contemporary and traditional techniques,
so that they can combine into a unique piece.

c
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have always been attracted to traditional and folk aesthetics and IICD has
kgiven me aIbase
to further explore and fine tune my understanding of crafts. It has also
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K G
unjika

ogna

Soft Material Application
D 10, 3rd Floor,
East Kailash, New Delhi

kunjikagogna@gmail.com
kunjikagogna.iicd.in
09828725619

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

crafts of India. Having work experience with highly respected design labels like
Abraham & Thakore and Neeru Kumar has polished my sensibility
and made me more sensitive towards colours, minute details and finishing.

G
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define my work to be low key, finely crafted and retaining strong aesthetics.
k I would
It is a modern design expression drawn from the rich reservoir of traditional
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M G
anvi

upta

Soft Material Application

12, Mahavir Marg,
C-scheme, Jaipur, Rajasthan
manvigupta@gmail.com
manvigupta.iicd.in
09929109513
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Born and brought up in the Pink city of India, I have been enchanted by the world
m
of craft since childhood. Fortunately, my hometown, Jaipur is a hub of crafts so I would
like to carry this legacy forward and spread the essence of craft in the entire world. G
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P B
ragya

othra

Hard Material Application
119, Sadar Bazar,
Jabalpur, Madhya Pradesh

design.pragya@gmail.com
pragyabothra.iicd.in
08871276248
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um Vitae

form, ornamentation, identity, material, skill, aesthetics, value and the list goes on. It has
seen numerous changes and influences; political, environmental, social, technological
and cultural.
I think itVitae
is important
to
be sensitiveI to our
surroundings. That’s why I
Profile
I
Curriculum
I
Portfolio
Contact
find it IvitalContact
to retain a vernacular flavor in my designs and approach to field work.
Portfolio

b

I

Natural Fibre

e

Straw

Designed and developed a range of products in straw for

in straw for
a workshop at Kerala State Institute of Design, with local
, with local

crafts women.
The products follow simple geometric constructions and

uctions and
basic
various
file forms. The outcome of the workshop was various file
folders, diaries, lampshades and other similar products.
products.

I

<

Curriculum Vitae

I

Portfolio
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I am currently conducting workshops for colleges and schools in Jabalpur. Craft
P
according to me encompasses several genres; a story, people, culture, community, beliefs,

>

I

Contact

d

ool kid

oy to build up motor skills
bout shapes for kids who
nd a half to four years. The
semble it, which employs a
ing.
n the toy along with the
on a gentle torque on its
sics of the toy.
gets packed in a 6 x 6 x 4
self.
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P M
rerna

ittal

Soft Material Application
L-250, Shahstri Nagar,
Meerut, Uttar Pradesh

prernamittal03@gmail.com
prernamittal@iicd.ac.in
09412835353

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

such as Fabric, Leather Surfaces, Textile Prints, Photography, Pattern Cutting and Garment
Construction. I believe in “achieve high through good and bad experiences in life.

m
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I am working as a Textile and Product Designer at Bee Gee Handicrafts, in Gurgaon.
P
I transact through all kind of Soft Furnishings. My work spans across many other areas
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R S
ahul

harma

Hard Material Application
B-87 , Ashok Nager,
Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
rahuls190@gmail.com
rahulsharma.iicd.ac.in
09953888134

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

s
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I am currently working at ‘B & V Design’, New Delhi. My main area of interest
is to work with crafts while keeping in mind today’s market and need, and
thus contemporizing it to suit the same. I am currently involved in all stages of
production starting from conceptualization to production and marketing.

z
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S K
eema

uldeep

Soft Material Application

C-Block, C-327, F-1 Mahesh Nagar, 80 Ft Road,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
seemakuldeep@gmail.com
seemakuldeep.iicd.in
09636379813

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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I love exploring and playing with fabric. Work is my priority. My main concern
is always accomplishing my task in time. My strength is my intricate work in
embroidery and hand block printing. I want to enhance my design abilities
keeping in mind the requirements of artisans to promote craft.

z
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ambhu

P

atel

Hard Material Application
PO, Sargipalli,
Dist. Sungargarh, Odisha
sambhupatel@gmail.com
sambhupatel.iicd.in
07567158404

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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I am currently pursuing my Post Graduation at National Institute of Design. I
like products which are simple, streamlined, and minimalist. The same approach
can be observed in most of my designs. Nature inspires me a lot.
I believe that each and every detail together makes the design.

z
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S

hubham

T

ambi

Hard Material Application

17 Sudarshan Pura,
22 Godown, Jaipur, Rajasthan
shubhamtambi@iicd.in
shubhamtambi.iicd.in
09829013687
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Presently I am working with ‘Studio ABD’, a Bangaluru based design firm. Born and
brought up in Rajasthan, I always had an inclination towards the colorful crafts and
traditions of this region. I have deep interest in exploring experimenting and mixing
different materials by using their attributes to create something new every time. I have
also been involved in documenting various craft traditions of India like Gold Gilding,
Kofatgari, Etikoppaka, Ikat, Madhubani paintings, Sikki, Sujani and Sarkanda Grass.
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S R M
unita

ani

ehrolia

Soft Material Application

West Zone A-69 Mansa, Ram Park, Mohan
Garden, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi
sunitamehrolia86@gmail.com
sunitamehrolia.iicd.in
09982678723

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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I am currently working at Art Asia, Jaipur, on surface and prints. I have chosen this
path since it has roots that holds our past, our struggle, our basics and values together.
It reminds us what hard work is, how so many opportunities we miss in our daily lives
to make something out of absolutely nothing at all, to feel joy and contentment.
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D

eepika

S

hokeen

Soft Material Application
B-81 Kaba Street,
Chhawla, New Delhi
shokeen.87@gmail.com
09660669705
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I have an inherent liking to write, read and travel. I enjoy studying, research and
learning about crafts, of different regions. I have worked on Home Furnishings
with ‘Purnima Handicrafts’, in Jaipur where the brief was to use companies
rejected and unused stock to convert into marketable products for export.
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P

ratigya

B

eniwal

Hard Material Application
G-150, Nakshatra Villa,
Rail Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan

Pratigya.beniwal@gmail.com
09413431720

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

techniques. I try to create something which is useful and aesthetically beautiful. Designing
Products for the craft sector gives a kind of satisfaction to me because by doing this
I get opportunity to work with some very skilled artisans on grass root level.

B
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Since my childhood I have admired nature, its forms, and the colours, in a way emotionally
p
attached to the roots of the nature. I am very much interested in exploring new materials and
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K

hatri

Furniture and Interior Products
1/23, S.F.S. Agrawal Farm,
Mansarowar, Jaipur Rajasthan

durgeshkhatridesign@gmail.com
09660662001

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

I look forward to work in craft sector and evolve my understanding
of craft, tradition, people and places.

K

PG • 2008 - 10

a background in Interior Design, I looked further to study in the crafts sector. This led
DmeWith
to study at IICD. I believe in ‘simplicity and abstraction’ and that can be seen in my work.
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G B
argee

hattacharjee
Home Textiles

D/ 119, Near NCC Gate
Humaunpur, Safdarjang Enclave
New Delhi
gargeerahi@gmail.com
09811767274

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

Pvt. Ltd., based in Noida. The project brief given, was to develop variety of paper
ropes using different techniques and make different viable product range. My core
interest is in Community development and System designing and I am interested
to work in recycling with materials like Natural fibres, paper and fabric.

B
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I belong to a small city called Silchar in Assam. I did my Masters in Applied Arts
g before
joining IICD in 2008. My Diploma Project was sponsored by Xylem Papercrafts
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agdish

K

umar

Furniture and Interior Products
House no.1369,
Chaman colony,
Dhanas(U.T.), Chandigharh
Jagdish.kumar720@gmail.com
09784115927
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At present, I am associated with Xylem Paper Crafts Pvt Ltd, Noida. I did my
j
graduation in fine arts and sculpture, from Jammu. I am open to working with all materials,
but at present I am trying to explore paper as a material to its maximum possibilities. K
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itendra

Y

adav

Furniture and Interior Products
33-Summer Nagar Ext.,
F-Block, Mansarover,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
jitu.iicd@gmail.com
09928387683

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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I did my Master’s from Rajasthan University, Jaipur. My work with NGOs
prior to joining IICD helped me learn a lot about the sector. IICD gave me
a platform to work in this sector more efficiently and accurately. I would
like to use the knowledge to develop and promote the craft sector.
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M K D
anoj

umar

angoria

Furniture and Interior Products
9A, Shanti Path
Near Triveni Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
manojdangoria@live.in
09928806445
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I am currently running a company ‘Vratdesign’, through which I am working
to better the living conditions of artisans, their livelihood, and sustainable
development through design interventions. I am trying to incorporate the use of
technology with traditional knowledge and develop sustainable designs.
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G

arg

Furniture and Interior Products
131/32, Park Road
Dehradun
maulshreeonline@gmail.com
08650922573

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

myself in the area of design which is based on the value of sustainability, tradition and
ecology. I love to work on languishing crafts and encouraging traditional craftsmanship.

g
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I am currently working as a craft Freelance Designer with Uttarakhand Bamboo and
M
Fiber Development Board, Dehradun and Studio Alya, Dehradun. I always try to strengthen
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M M
inal

aheshwari
Home Textiles

A/2, Nayi Abadi,
Asotiya, Kankroli,
Distt. Rajsamand, Rajasthan
minalmaheshwari_296@yahoo.com
09950574887

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

it has added a lot to my experience. Travelling to various places in the states of Orissa,
Kerala, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, and Rajasthan during my post graduation projects
gave me an enriching exposure and insight into numerous crafts and techniques.
My areas of interest are surface embellishment, print and leather.

M
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am a creative person, and my work has a lot of inspiration from nature. Having spent
Ma Ibetter
part of my life outside home, I have come across people from diverse fields and
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Furniture and Interior Products
Blu Spot
Shankar Nagar,
Raipur, Chhattisgarh
panchaliharsh@gmail.com
085216 89888

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN

weaker section of society and have consolidated themselves into self-help groups that
work together on a common platform. My work involves research, training and design
development. I work in close association with the women of the organisation.

h
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Srijani is a social enterprise of women from Bihar. It is a wing of Sulabh
P
International founded by Dr. Bindeshwar Pathak. These women come from an economically
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upta

Furniture and Interior Products
3/41
Vidyadhar Nagar,
Jaipur, Rajasthan
swatigupta10m@yahoo.co.in
09024107619

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CRAFTS & DESIGN
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I am a Craft Product Designer, specially working in interior products,
home and office accessories, corporate gifts and lighting.
I usually like to work in mix media and blue pottery.

z
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Sponsors’ Index
T

he sponsors offer IICD the strength
and credibility to the philosophy and
practice of Professional Craft Education
Program. They offer career opportunities
for IICD graduates through this
introductory relationship and financial
support towards making these linkages
with Industry possible. The Institute will
appreciate following support from the
sponsors:
Classroom Design Projects
A contribution of Rs. 5,000/- for
classroom projects which is usually for
4-6 weeks and reimbursement of any
specific expenditure such as market
study, material, prototype making etc.
Professional Internship/ NGO Training
A stipend of Rs. 5,000 - -Rs. 7,500/- per
month to cover the student trainee’s
local living and transport expenses
plus reimbursement of any specific
expenditure such as material etc.
Diploma Projects
As a part of the curriculum the students
have to undertake 16-20 weeks Diploma
Project during the last semester of the
program. The objective of the Diploma
Program is to provide an opportunity
to the student to put to use the
multidisciplinary skills of design,
technology and marketing which directly
or indirectly creates an impact on the
craft sector. Investment in sponsoring

the project will involve the following:
• Student stipend of minimum Rs.
10,000/- per month (for A class cities)
and minimum of Rs. 8,000/- per month
(for B, C class cities) or as agreed upon.
This is inclusive of living expenses,
accommodation and conveyance.
• Actual expenditure on field studies and
data collection
• A set of prototypes for the Institute’s
Resource Centre
• Rs. 5, 000/- is Payable to IICD towards
Institutional Fee.
• Rs. 4,000/- towards cost of preparing 1
set of document for the Institute
However, if the sponsoring organization
needs a copy of the document the
concerned organization will have to pay
for it. IICD reserves the right to publish
the outcome of sponsored classroom
and Diploma Project for academic and
promotional purpose.
For further inputs please write to:
Admission Office
Indian Institute of Crafts & Design
J-8, Jhalana Institutional Area, Jaipur 302
004 India
Tele : +91 141 2700494/0156/1504
Fax : +91 141 2700160
Email : admissions@iicd.ac.in
Website : www.iicd.ac.in

Sponcers for Under Graduate
Program
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indian Textiles Crafts, Jaipur
Kerela State Institute of Design,
Kollam
Uttarakhand Khadi Village
Industries Board, Dehradun
City Palace Museum, Jaipur
Cell Design Pvt. Ltd. , New Delhi
Pooja Handicrafts, Sanganer, Jaipur
UK & Sericulture Board
Sericulture Department, Dehradun
Wheaton Design Pvt. Ltd., Jaipur
Designwise India Pvt. Ltd., Gurgaon
Manglam Arts, Jaipur
CDC, IICD Jaipur
Kastkala Cluster Bassi ,Chitorgarh
JINDALS, Delhi
Designpool Pvt. Ltd., Jodhpur
KHAMIR Craft Resource Centre,
Bhuj
Dovetail Furniture Pvt. Ltd.,
Bangalore
Due North, Dehradun
SERASSER, Rahul Jain, Banaras
SATYAM, Jaipur
AVA Hanfab, Meerut
Neeru Kumar, New Delhi
Loco Design, New Delhi
Blind People’s Association,
Ahmedabad
A Cube Inc., Ahmedabad
B n V Designs Pvt, New Delhi,
Studio ABD, Bangalore

Sponcers for Post Graduate Program
•
•
•
•
•
•

Xylem Paper Craft, Delhi
IL & FS, Tripura
Kottapuram Integrated Development
Society (KIDS), Kerala
Access Ltd. Jaipur
Dileep Trading Coorporaton, Jaipur
RASA Design, Jaipur

Selection Procedure For IICD
T

he selection process consists of
multiple steps. The admission
notice is advertised in local, national
newspapers and websites. The selection
process consists of a national level
entrance, aptitude test, material test
and interview. The selection panel is of
professionals from craft/design sector.
The Institute does not recommend any
specific book/course for preparation
nor subscribes to any entrance-coaching
Institute. The Institute follows a method
of selection which focuses on the aptitude
of the candidate who thinks laterally, is
able to develop alternative approaches
to deal with complex situations,
tolerance towards ambiguity, versatility
an ability to handle variables are some
of the essential attitudes expected.
IICD’s mission is to encourage children
of artisans to apply for the education
program. Financial Aid could be made
available for deserving candidates.
Eligibility criteria

Under Graduate Diploma Program
• Must clear/have cleared 12th Board
Exam by 30th June 2011
Post Graduate Diploma Program
• Recognized Degree or Diploma in
Architecture, Design, Fashion, Fine &
Applied Arts, B.Sc. Home Science in
Textiles & Clothing.
• Graduate from any discipline of
Science, Commerce, Arts and having
a creative aptitude.
• Artisan’s child/ward who has 5 years
direct work experience in hereditary
traditional craft, after clearing 12th
Board exam.
Post Graduate Program in Craft
Management and Entrepreneurship
• Completion of 4 year Under Graduate
program in Craft Design, Fashion
• Completion of Under Graduate
program in any discipline from a
recognized University

Preferred Attributes of the candidates
• Career orientation and inclination to
craft development
• Aptitude in handling materials
sensitively
• Flair for drawing, sculpting, model
making, painting
• Inclination towards learning and
exploring new applications
• Personable qualities and ability to
work as a team
• Concern and empathy to larger issues
of development
• Good level of general knowledge and
awareness of contemporary issues
and perspectives
• Commitment to quality
• Willingness to make a career in the
crafts sector

The craft design professionals trained by
the institute are expected to demonstrate
an ability to work in a highly fragmented
complex sector. Initiating and sustaining
new concepts, processes, products, and
building market linkages to support
dignified livelihoods is the vision
envisaged.
Campus
The Institute is spread over 23200 sq.
meters of land in the Jhalana Institutional
Area, Jaipur. The facilities of the Institute
comprise the main building housing
classrooms, studios, library, workshops,
resource centre, administrative offices,
display spaces, hostel block consisting
of girls hostel, mess, common room, etc.
Boy’s hostel facility is available in the
neighbouring vicinity.

IICD Family
Academic Department
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